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Abstract: Flood monitoring was conducted using multi-sensor data from space-borne
optical, and microwave sensors; with cross-validation by ground-based rain gauges and
streamflow stations along the Indus River; Pakistan. First; the optical imagery from the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) was processed to delineate the
extent of the 2010 flood along Indus River; Pakistan. Moreover; the all-weather all-time
capability of higher resolution imagery from the Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar
(ASAR) is used to monitor flooding in the lower Indus river basin. Then a proxy for river
discharge from the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR-E) aboard
NASA’s Aqua satellite and rainfall estimates from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission (TRMM) are used to study streamflow time series and precipitation patterns. The
AMSR-E detected water surface signal was cross-validated with ground-based river
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discharge observations at multiple streamflow stations along the main Indus River. A high
correlation was found; as indicated by a Pearson correlation coefficient of above 0.8 for the
discharge gauge stations located in the southwest of Indus River basin. It is concluded that
remote-sensing data integrated from multispectral and microwave sensors could be used to
supplement stream gauges in sparsely gauged large basins to monitor and detect floods.
Keywords: flood monitoring; optical sensor; microwave sensors; SAR; image analysis;
image classification

1. Introduction
Hydrometeorological disasters cannot be completely avoided, but the impacts and aftereffects can
be managed by developing effective risk reduction strategies through application of geospatial tools
and decision support systems. Floods commonly cause loss of life and bring about extensive economic
losses and social disruptions throughout the world. It was not long ago that the international community
fully recognized that sustainable development frameworks should integrate natural disaster risk
reduction strategies. This concept was in the “reducing disaster risk” report from the United Nations
Development Programme [1] that provided the groundwork for incorporating unconventional data
sources for natural disaster risk mitigation. Implementation of similar strategies for a flood monitoring
system can potentially help mitigate flood-induced hazards. Such a system typically requires
implementation and calibration of a hydrologic model using in-situ observations (e.g., rain gauges and
stream gauges). However, global monitoring of earth system processes with satellite remote sensing
has improved our understanding of the water cycle both in the atmosphere and on the land surface.
Floods represent one of the most recurrent hydrometeorological disasters in Pakistan that has
devastating impacts on human life, food security, the economy and livelihoods in the country. Pakistan
is one of the five South Asian countries with the highest annual average number of people physically
exposed to floods and landslides, which occur normally due to storm systems during the monsoon
from July to September. Floods particularly hit Punjab, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) and Sindh while
torrents tend to affect the hilly areas of Balochistan and the northern and western federally
administered areas. The Indus river basin is one such case where river flooding has historically been a
very significant problem to socioeconomics. The flood events of 1950, 1992 and 1998 resulted in
devastating loss of life and colossal damage to the national economy. Repeated and increasingly frequent
flooding every year somehow threatens communities in all the five provinces of Pakistan, as seen
during the 2010 floods (Figure 1), and this enhances the need for effective flood risk management.
Robust techniques that integrate both in-situ and remotely sensed data can improve the flood
monitoring system in the country.
Remotely sensed data provides potential for flood monitoring particularly over many data scarce
regions. Recently, remote sensing applications have been shown to characterize the hydrologic
processes at varying spatial and temporal footprints over sparsely gauged river basins [2,3].
Satellite-based disaster monitoring systems have become an integral part of disaster management
activities in many developed and some developing countries. Apart from high spatial and spectral
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resolution, the attractiveness of Earth Observing Systems (EOS) lies in the ability to provide seamless
data that can be used for flood detection and mapping applications. Remote sensing data integration
from multiple sensors (e.g., optical and microwave) have been used within a hydrologic modeling
framework for flood monitoring and prediction in Ganges and Brahmaputra river basins in south Asia [4]
and Okavango basin in southern Africa [5,6]. Moreover, quantification of flooding through multi-sensors
data integration can help to evaluate distributed hydrologic models and, hence, potentially improve
flood management strategies in un-gauged catchments [6,7]. Multispectral remotely sensed estimates
provide timely and cost-effective hydrologic monitoring in sparsely gauged basins, irrespective of the
political boundaries and other geophysical barriers. The application of satellite imagery for flood
mapping using MODIS instruments aboard National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Terra and Aqua satellites offer a unique combination of near-global daily coverage with acceptable
spatial resolution (250 m) for major floods. These capabilities are being utilized for flood monitoring
at regional and global scale [2]. Satellite sensors such as MODIS and Advanced Spaceborne Thermal
Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) can be used to evaluate and validate hydrologic model
predictions [7–9]. Within existing literature, satellites such as EO-1 (a 10 m panchromatic band plus
30 m multi-spectral bands), along with data from sensors aboard Terra satellite, imagery from France’s
Systeme Pour l’Observation de la Terre (SPOT) satellite and other commercial satellites such as
GeoEye and QuickBird, provides important land surface imagery which have been used for flood
detection in regions with sparse ground observations [10–12].
Figure 1. (a) Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) color composite
(bands 7, 2, 1) for 10 August 2010; (b) Indus river flood extent delineated from the false
color image.
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Remotely sensed data acquired at varying microwave frequencies of the electromagnetic spectrum
can be effectively used for flood monitoring through cloud cover. Considering these features of
microwave sensors, satellite estimates from the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR-E)
band at 36.5 GHz and also the NASA/Japanese Space Agency TRMM 37 GHz channel are used for
river discharge fluctuation measurements over river banks. The AMSR-E sensor measures the
microwave radiation emitted by the land surface in vertical and horizontal polarization, expressed in
terms of brightness temperature. This approach is attractive due to the fact that ungauged basins
especially in developing nations lack gauged networks. The passive microwave sensor can provide river
discharge change signal at multiple locations in a catchment and thus can reduce the dependency on
gauged runoff observation needed to calibrate hydrologic models at the basin outlet.
The combination of multi-sensor data can be critical to address the need of high pixel resolution
data acquisition for all time and all weather conditions. This can be achieved by fusing satellite optical
imagery at high temporal resolution with high spatial and spectral resolution data of microwave
sensors. The goal of this study is to integrate the readily available satellite products to characterize the
spatial extent of inundation in large river basins with sparse in-situ observations. A satellite remote
sensing based approach that includes optical imagery as well as active and passive microwave data is
used to study the evolution of flooding over Indus river basin.
The main objective of this paper is to evaluate the utility of multisensor remote sensing data for
flood monitoring over the Indus river basin as explained in Section 2. Furthermore, Subsection 2.1
details the application of orbital sensors for inundation mapping through delineation of flood extent at
multiple resolutions, Subsection 2.2 explains the use of microwave sensors to simulate flood signals at
multiple locations that is subsequently compared with gauge-based river discharge observations, and
Subsection 2.3 focuses on the comparison of rain gauge data with the latest satellite-based
precipitation estimates for monsoon climatology over Pakistan during the 2010 floods. Overall, both
active and passive sensors are used as sources of observations, particularly in regions where in-situ
networks are sparse. Section 3 concludes how the proposed techniques can be applied for the flood
detection with better spatiotemporal resolution along the Indus river basin.
2. Datasets and Methodology
2.1. Multispectral Data for Flood Extent Mapping
Advanced photogrammetric and pattern recognition methods for remote sensing data processing can
provide objective information that may help to detect and monitor the progression of floods at high
spatial resolution [5–7]. For example, orbital sensors, such as MODIS, provide necessary data to help
detecting floods in regions where no other means are available for flood monitoring with reasonable
accuracy [2,13]. Such data, after certain processing are capable of providing timely information on
flood extents with global coverage and frequent observations.
The MODIS instruments on the NASA’s Aqua and Terra satellites together provide near global
observations of the Earth surface in daylight conditions twice each day with a spatial resolution
between 250 m and 1000 m. MODIS instruments are a practicable choice for rapid response for large
scale flood events because of the high temporal resolution of Aqua and Terra. However, one limitation
of optical sensors, such as MODIS, is that it cannot penetrate cloud cover and thus suffers from cloud
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contamination. Pattern recognition using image classification techniques were used to delineate the
flooding extent from the MODIS imagery. For that purpose, the Iterative Self-Organizing Data
Analysis Technique (ISODATA) algorithm [14] was applied to delineate the flood extent from the
MODIS false color composite image. A detailed explanation and step by step process for the image
classification technique used is explained by [8].
2.2. Radar Remote Sensing for Flood Monitoring
Recently, satellite radar imagery has proved invaluable in mapping flood extent [10–12]. In the
past, flood extent maps derived from Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) sensors have been used to
validate hydraulic models [15,16]. However, limitations of the SAR include inability to detect flooding
in urban areas, inaccurate image calibration that leads to geometric and radiometric distortions,
difficulties for data processing, and more prohibitively, low temporal resolution of the current radar
satellites with a revisit time of 35 days [17]. However, the Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR)
instrument aboard ENVISAT with a spatial resolution of (150–1000 m) and a revisit time of a few
days for higher resolution inundation maps [3,15,17] have been utilized for high resolution flood
inundation mapping. In addition, ASAR can detect inundation in all weather conditions, while optical
sensors are difficult to observe flooded conditions timely due to usually cloud conditions during the
period of flooding.
The ASAR sensor is a C-Band sensor that can operate in different modes of varying spatial and
temporal resolution. The underlying principle behind ASAR flood detection technique is that the
backscattering of the incident radar beam by water surfaces is distinguishable than the backscatter of
other objects that is observed by the sensor [18,19]. There are well established radar image processing
techniques used for change detection and flood mapping, some detailed comparison are provided by
Matgen et al. [19], Schumann et al. [20], Gstaiger et al. [21] and Kuenzer et al. [22]. Here we used a
semi-automated histogram thresholding technique to extract flood pixel is used based on the low
backscatter values with in the image. A detailed step by step process for an optimal grey level
threshold can be found in the references listed above. This detection method is straightforward and
commonly used technique to demarcate water and no water pixel from images. A criterion measure is
applied to evaluate the between-class variance of a threshold at a given level computed from a
normalized image histogram of gray levels.
2.3. Microwave Remote Sensing for Flood Detection
The motivation is to use remotely sensed data from advanced microwave sensor such as brightness
temperature to indirectly detect surface water changes at every pixel location from the satellite foot
print. The AMSR-E based proxy discharge is the ratio of brightness temperatures at 36.5 GHz
H-polarization of the sensor at a wet pixel (M) centered over the river and its floodplain and dry area
near the site referred to as the calibration pixel (C) area. Since the thermal conductivity,
volumetric heat capacity, and emission properties of land and water is different, the observed
microwave radiation detects a lower brightness temperature values for water and higher for land.
The passive microwave sensor detected water surface signal (M/C ratio) is an indirect means for river
water surface change [2]. The Global Flood Detection System (GFDS) of the Joint Research Centre of
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the European Commission (http://old.gdacs.org/flooddetection/overview.aspx) and River Watch 2
(http://floodobservatory.colorado.edu/DischargeAccess.html) are using this technique for global flood
detection [23,24]. The AMSR-E based discharge measurements monitors water surface signals at more
than 10,000 monitoring areas in different river basins throughout Africa, Asia, America and Europe.
The development in satellite based remote sensing datasets and techniques offers the potential to
address flood prediction problems in sparsely gauged basins. The advances in precipitation estimation
from space involve combination of infrared (IR) measurements from geostationary satellites with
passive microwave (MW) measurements from polar-orbiting satellites [25–29]. The current TRMM
mission particularly contributes towards this effort, with a goal to enable improved hydrologic prediction
applications over tropical regions. The primary advantage of using remotely sensed precipitation
estimates over surface rain gauge measurements is the high temporal coverage and with large areal
coverage. These advantages are more pronounced in unreachable areas, where rugged terrain hampers
the installation of rain gauge networks. In addition, the problem of inaccessibility of gauge network
observations and lack of data sharing between different organizations can be tackled by using remotely
sensed data. Therefore, in this analysis country-wide precipitation estimates of TRMM Multi-satellite
Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) are shown, that provides overall monsoon climatology.
To define the spatial characteristics of 2010 Monsoon season, the TRMM Multi-satellite Precipitation
Analysis (TMPA) algorithm based latest precipitation estimates, developed by the NASA [27], are used.
The TMPA provides a 3-h, real-time, precipitation product (hereafter 3B42V7 for Version-7) with
spatial resolution of 0.25°× 0.25°.
3. Results
3.1. MODIS and ASAR for Inundation Mapping
Considering the advantages and limitation of orbital sensors, imagery from two different instruments
with varying spatial resolution is used for flood mapping. First, a moderate resolution data from MODIS
sensor is used to map the extent of inundation throughout the Indus river basin. Second, higher
resolution imagery from the ASAR is used for the lower Indus river basin. MODIS imagery-based map
for 10 August shows the inundation of the adjacent areas along the Indus river basin. Figure 1a shows
the false-color composite (bands 7, 2, 1) from MODIS scenes. This image for 10 August is used to
extract the flood extent using an unsupervised classification technique, explained in Section 2.1
(Figure 1b). A reference layer that includes water features such as lakes and rivers was used to identify
and separate the evolution of the 2010 Indus flood (Figure 1b).
To characterize the extreme inundation during overcast conditions over lower Indus basin the high
resolution ASAR image is used to estimate inundation extent during this 2010 flood over lower Indus
River (Figure 2b). The datasets required in this study are readily accessible and in fact used for flood
monitoring applications around the world. As such, the applicability of the method and thus the skill to
provide flood estimates is potentially worldwide for sparsely observed basins and large rivers.
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Figure 2. (a) MODIS false color composite (bands 7, 2, 1) for 1 September 2010; (b) Lower
Indus River and delta flood extent delineated from the Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar
(ASAR) image.

3.2. Passive Microwave Satellite Based Discharge Estimation
In this analysis, passive microwave derived river width change estimates are utilized for flood
detection along the upper and lower Indus River. AMSR-E detected water surface signal are compared
with the river discharge data at multiple gauge stations throughout the Indus River basin. The gauged
river discharge was obtained from the Federal Flood Commission (FFC) that archived the daily river
flows and water levels in the reservoirs in coordination with the Pakistan Meteorological Department
(PMD). The river discharge data is selected based on the length of record, completeness and reliability
of data. The available discharge gauges maintained by PMD are listed in Table 1. The time period for
this analysis was selected from 2008–2011, which includes the 2010 flood.
To assess the agreement between simulated and observed discharge, the Pearson Correlation
Coefficient (CC) is used, as explained in Equation (1) below

(1)

where,
time step.

is the observed discharge of the ith time step.

is the simulated discharge of the ith
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Table 1. River discharge from the selected guage stations over Indus River basin for
monsoon and pre-monsoon seasons based on the daily river flows.
2008–2009
Gauge Station

Lat.

Long.

Elevation (m)

Discharge (m3/s)

2010 Discharge (m3/s)

Correlation b/t AMSR-E
and Gauge Discharge

Monsoon

Pre-Monsoon

Monsoon

Pre-Monsoon

7773

1595

0.7

Tarbela

34.12

72.75

430

5297

2410

Kalabagh

32.92

71.50

200

5909

3331

8989

2506

0.72

Chashma

32.43

71.39

180

6329

3354

10,020

2377

0.7

Taunsa

30.50

70.86

120

5664

2861

9677

1995

0.82

Guddu

28.41

69.71

75

4838

1987

11,476

1294

0.84

Sukkur

27.69

69.71

60

3222

1506

10,488

1017

0.88

Kotri

25.47

68.31

22

1644

328

7606

156

0.83

Figure 3. Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR-E) based flood detection
and flood hydrographs during the 2008–2011 period for discharge stations at Tarbela,
Kalabagh and Chashma, Taunsa, Guddu, Sukkur and Kotri discharge gauge stations over
the Indus River.

The AMSR-E detected water surface signal matched closely with the observed runoff with a
Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.7, 0.72, 0.7, at Tarbela, Kalabagh, Chashma gauge discharge
stations, respectively (Figure 3a, Table 1). Similarly, for the lower Indus basin the flood signal
corresponds well with observed flood hydrographs in monitoring stations where the river overflows
the bank in the Sindh province. The correlation coefficient was 0.82, 0.84, 0.88, 0.83 for stations at
Taunsa, Guddu, Sukkur, Kotri, respectively (Figure 3b, Table 1).
Overall, the remotely sensed river discharge proxy show high correlation with in-situ data and
detects the floods that produced havoc along the upper and lower reaches of the Indus River. The
AMSR-E detected water surface signal (M/C ratio) captures high flow peaks each year, however the
signal is insensitive to discharge fluctuations during low flows. The method was designed with the
realization that the AMSR-E signal provides no direct information about discharge magnitude, but is
highly correlated with observed discharge for significant flows. The results for all the tested sites show
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a good agreement with “ground truth” measured discharge at multiple gauge locations along the upper
and lower Indus River.
3.3. Satellite Precipitation Estimates
In order to get the overview of the monsoon variability during the 2010 floods, first a quantitative
evaluation of 3B42V7 is performed by comparing the satellite precipitation product and rain gauge
observations over the intense monsoon zone. The rain gauge data used for evaluation is acquired from
the Pakistan Meteorological Department (PMD) (Figure 4a). Since the PMD gauge observation are at
daily time scale the same spatial resolution is maintained for the TMPA product, by accumulating
the 3 h precipitation estimates of TRMM 3B42V7 to daily precipitation estimates. This study examines
the spatial and temporal distribution of the Monsoon (JAS) seasons in Pakistan for 2010 flood year.
Precipitation climatology for Monsoon (JAS) based on daily rain gauge observations is shown in
Figure 4a, while the latest TMPA 3B42V7 accumulated precipitation (mm) estimates are illustrated in
Figure 4b.
Figure 4. Precipitation climatology for Monsoon (JAS) using (a) daily rain gauge
observations; (b) 2010 monsoon climatology using the latest TRMM 3B42V7 daily product.

Precipitation comparison of satellite estimates with rain gauge observations over Pakistan is shown
in Figure 5. Average precipitation data for the 2010 Monsoon season were used to compare each gauge
station against satellite pixels for the eight selected rain gauge stations over the intense monsoon zone
(31–35°N) latitude bands (Figure 5a). Quantitative statistical indices are used to quantify the spatial
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error structure of satellite precipitation. Plots of daily Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)
3B42V7 vs. rain gauge comparison statistics including Correlation Coefficient (Equation (1)), % Bias
(Equation (2)), and Root Mean Square Error (Equation (3)) are shown graphically in Figure 5b–d,
respectively.

RMSE 

1 n
( PSati  PGaui )2

n i 1

n

P

Sat

BIAS 

i 1

i

 PGaui 

n

P

Gau

i 1

100%

(2)

(3)

i

Pearson correlation coefficient (CC) is used to assess the scale of agreement that reflects the level
of linear correlation. Moreover, four statistical indices are used for validation to check for error and
bias between satellite precipitation and gauge observations. The root mean square error (RMSE)
evaluates magnitude of mean error. The relative bias (BIAS) provides information on the magnitude of
difference between the two datasets. We used this index to quantify the systematic error in the satellite
precipitation data. Comparisons of 3B42V7 at daily scale for the 2010 flood year showed significantly
higher agreement with bias ranging from ±20% for any selected gauge station as shown in Figure 5b.
Statistical indices showed an association with the geo-topographic distribution of the gauge stations as
well as the precipitation intensity. For example, underestimation is generally for gauge stations located
to the far north at higher elevation and with relatively intense rainfall (Figure 5b).
Figure 5. Precipitation comparison of satellite with rain gauge observations for 2010
Monsoon season over (31–35°N latitude bands; (a) mean precipitation comparison between
TRMM 3B42V7 and Rain gauge; (b) Bias (%); (c) Pearson’s correlation coefficient;
(d) Root Mean Squared Error.
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Recently, the authors evaluated the spatial and temporal characteristics of the Asian monsoon over
Pakistan by comparing multiple year rain gauge rainfall observations with the TRMM 3B42V7 and
other satellite precipitation products. Quantitative validation showed a significant correlation of 0.87
for the stations in the southwest and 0.63 in the Northeast Monsoon region [30]. In this study, the
overall high correlation (0.7) was observed at the higher latitudes with the exception of a few low
values around 0.3 (Figure 5c). The error statistics show an RMSE ranging from 10% to 25% (Figure 5d).
4. Conclusion and Future Work
The datasets required in this study are readily accessible and in fact used for flood monitoring
applications around the world. As such, the applicability of the method and thus the capability to
provide flood estimates is potentially global for sparsely observed regions and river basins. In this
paper, an integrated approach is developed by utilizing optical imagery from the MODIS and high
resolution ASAR data to detect water inundation during the intense monsoon season in 2010. Moreover,
the latest rainfall estimates from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) along with passive
microwave sensor retrieved land surface brightness temperatures from Advanced Microwave Scanning
Radiometer (AMSR-E) are used to monitor floods over the Indus river basin in south Asia. It is evident
that no single sensor can be sufficient for a reliable flood monitoring. However, combining many of
the readily accessible satellite remote sensing data products can be the way forward in flood disaster
risk reduction. In this paper, the floods that devastated Pakistan in 2010 are studied from the
perspective of satellite multi-sensor data application. This case study demonstrated the potential of
satellite remote-sensing data for flood monitoring in sparsely gauged basins. Following are the main
highlights and conclusions of this paper.
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(1) To delineate the extent of the 2010 flood along the Indus River, the MODIS sensor data is
used, based on the advantage of frequent revisits and large areal coverage. Moreover, the
all-weather and all-time capability of higher resolution imagery from the ASAR is utilized to
detect floods over the lower Indus river basin. This binary approach to flood prediction will be
very useful to providing simple flood vs. no flood estimates to any basin where in-situ
observations are scarce.
(2) Satellite based surface water change signal is supplemented with the sparse gauge runoff
observations to observe the evolution of the 2010 flood throughout the Indus River. Moreover,
long-term, consistent, and sustained observation of discharge observation from selected gauge
stations are used to cross-validate the AMSR-E based flood signals. It is concluded that the
passive microwave sensor was able to detect flood (M/C signal) and corresponds very well with
gauge discharge data (CC 0.7–0.8). There are ongoing efforts to assimilate this river discharge
signal with other satellite data into hydrologic models for flood monitoring in ungauged
basins [6,7]. These studies revealed that microwave sensors can be used to evaluate distributed
hydrological models for predicting floods in ungauged basins. The attractive feature of this
approach is that it can reduce the dependency on gauged runoff and precipitation data to
calibrate hydrologic models. Moreover, models are typically calibrated at point locations in the
watershed; in contrast, the geo-spatio-temporal passive microwave data allows monitoring of
the watershed at every pixel throughout the river reach.
(3) Remote sensing precipitation estimates are uniquely suited to provide timely and uniform
information during the monsoon season that are needed to evaluate flood hazards triggered by
intense precipitation over upper Indus basin. The 2010 Monsoon that occurred over the
northeastern region of the Indus river basin is captured by the TMPA’s latest version products.
The overall precipitation pattern and intensity during the monsoon season was captured by the
latest satellite precipitation estimates. It is anticipated that the planned successor mission to
TRMM, the Global Precipitation Mission (GPM) is designed to improve measurement of light
rainfall, and snowfall through improved radiometric capacities.
(4) The study has further demonstrated that the capability to detect ongoing flooding situations in
its upper reaches can be valuable for spatially distributed flood monitoring and even prediction
in the lower reaches of the Indus river basin. This is particularly practical and imperative in
providing major improvements to river flow forecasts downstream in Pakistan, a region with
limited availability of ground based rain gauges and river discharge measurements.
It is concluded that remote-sensing data integrated from multispectral and microwave sensors can
be used to supplement stream gauges in sparsely gauged basins to detect floods. The skill of MODIS
and ASAR to detect flood vs. non-flood, AMSR-E to detect water surface signals, and TRMM
precipitation product to capture monsoon variability shows practical applications for large river basins.
Given the global availability of estimates from instruments and mission (MODIS, ASAR, TRMM) and
future missions (GPM, SMAP, NPP, Sentinels, SWOT), this multi-sensor integration approach can be
potentially expanded to improve flood monitoring and prediction in sparsely gauged basins throughout
the world.
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